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Wellness for all senses 
 
At Göbel's Hotel Quellenhof, guests can expect wellness for literally all of 
their senses. The furnishing design is particularly beautiful to behold. 
Comfortable loungers and armchairs by Münchener Boulevard Möbel GmbH 
create a harmonious atmosphere and invite you to relax. 

 
Quisiana Today's Göbel's Hotel Quellenhof in the venerable spa town of Bad 

Wildungen was once called Quisiana. In 1902 the house was expanded and 

reopened as Quisiana. The Wildunger people are said to have attended the grand 

opening in crowds. Earls and Countesses and even the Prince and Princess of Croy 

came to admire the hotel with porcelain tiled stoves in every room and lavatories 

equipped with flushing water. With Quisiana, a new star had risen among the hotels 

in Bad Wildungen.   

 

Today the relax area of the four-star Quellenhof is called the Quisiana SPA. The 

house thus assumes a pioneering role for the other nine Göbel's hotels in Hessen 

and Thuringia. The hotel offers an attractive relaxation program for body, mind and 

soul on an area of 650 square meters. With swimming pool, sauna and bio-sauna, 

steam bath, ice fountain, cold shower and water Kneipp basin, the Medical Wellness 

SPA focuses on all aspects of well-being. When it comes to cosmetics, massage and 

fitness, Quellenhof also offers a wide range of treatments. The private relax program 

for two is particularly popular. Together in one massage room, couples can enjoy the 

treatment of massage therapists. A partner bath invites lovebirds to experience 

relaxing moments in a quiet and luxurious atmosphere.    

Relax on exclusive furniture  

 
 



Gert Göbel, owner and managing director of the Göbel Hotels, planned a lot of space 

for the rest and relax area in the Quisiana SPA. Here, the guest finds relaxation and 

recreation on comfortable seating and loungers by Münchener Boulevard Möbel 

GmbH. "We purchased all of our relax furniture from MBM because we attach great 

importance to excellent equipment," says Göbel. He opted for MBM Mirotex wicker 

furniture. Their organic shapes create a harmonious feel-good atmosphere. The edge 

of the pool is flanked by mocha-colored loungers. In front of the open fireplace, a few 

meters away, armchairs with footrests invite you to regenerate. The loungers and 

seating groups, including matching tables, on the adjoining terraces are also 

coordinated with the interior design, resulting in a stylish overall appearance. Due to 

their functionality and durability, the products of the Munich furniture pioneers are 

particularly suitable for use in the hotel sector. “We really appreciate the longevity of 

the furniture. At the same time, they are extremely easy to care for,” emphasizes the 

hotel owner.   

 

Detached between dreaming and waking  

The exclusive Heaven Swing hanging loungers by MBM represent an innovation in 

the spa and health range. The loungers made of Mirotex wicker are attached to the 

ceiling by means of four ropes. Thus allowing the guests to swing gently in the room 

and putting their feet up comfortably. Floating between dreaming and waking and 

recharging batteries. The ergonomic shape of the lounger ensures relaxation of the 

entire muscle system, especially in the legs. “The hanging loungers are a good 

investment,” says Göbel happily. “The price-performance ratio is very good at MBM. 

And these loungers are very popular with our guests.”   

 
Göbel's Hotel Quellenhof  
Brunnenallee 54  
34537 Bad Wildungen  
Tel. 05621-80 70  
www.goebels-quellenhof.de 



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 


